
HART V FULLER ESSAY HELP

Hart (Positivism) v Fuller (Natural law). Important starting points. Rigid separation between morality and law â€“ even in
pursuit of analytical. clarity â€“ is, at best.

Hart , is clear that the bulk of the population in a modern state has no general idea of either the criteria of
validity or the legal structure of their state. Their answers amount to a wider Hart and a narrower Fuller
concept of law. Since who were these legal officials in the case at hand, the Nazi officials or the officials of
the Dutch government in exile? The argument then is that the Nazi legal system was so outrageous that a
deviation such as A6 was desirable at the time. A "penumbra" case would be one not considered by the
creators of the law, such as a skateboard in the example above. By means of its Ministerial order the Dutch
government acquired ownership of valuable recuperated art assets. In his discussion of this rule Hart ibid.
Before we can answer this question it should be noted that legal positivists do not deny that these principles
can have the moral significance that Fuller attributes to them. Fuller and his later defenders have criticized this
position which shows the inner morality of law logically compatible with injustice. Hart thought this course of
conduct was doubtful at best and he suggested that it would have attested of greater candor if a retrospective
law had been pursued in this case. Such criticism and demands are regarded as legitimate by all those who
make them and to whom they are made, except for a minority of hardened offenders Hart ,  The juridical
decision and legal promulgations call forth interesting normative questions. Were it not for the allied forces to
have won the war, it seems to have been highly unlikely that this promulgation would have amounted to more
than a last battle cry by an expelled government. In Dutch law a custodian cannot willfully make itself into an
owner; the Dutch state needed this piece of legislation. As a first difference, apart from mere convergence, the
existence of a social rule demands that deviations from the rule are generally regarded as lapses or faults
which are open to criticism ibid. What makes this constitution legally valid? This is due to some of the most
obvious truisms with regard to human nature and the world we live in. Other sources: Schoordijk, H. First, it is
clear that doubts as to the nature or scope of the rules cannot be settled, there is no procedure to deal with
uncertainty. Marmor, A. The intricate link between obligatory conduct and social rules shows up in the
vocabulary e. Under enemy occupation there may be stages at which the old legal system still functions in
exile. This second difference is what Hart in The Concept of Law calls the internal aspect ibid. It is, for
example, the law in the Netherlands that a municipal authority can decide upon municipal zoning plans, while
my proclamations â€” which may be very wise and commendable â€” are legally meaningless. A judge
interpreting such a law from a positivist viewpoint would look to a definition of the words in the statute. Had
history run a different course, it seems arguable that A6 could have passed into oblivion. The internal point of
view might then conceptually be confined to the official world, which means that Hart thinks that only legal
officials need necessarily share the acceptance of the rule of recognition. It is important to take notice of the
fact that social rules do not require observance by all members of the group. According to Hart this decision,
however morally praiseworthy, effectively declared a statute that had been enacted in not to be a valid law.
There are two further factors that distinguish rules of obligation from other social rules. To avoid a feasible
conflict of interest between government and individual requests for restitution, it was held that this newly
found Restitutions Committee [Restitutiecommissie] would be the best way to deal with precarious interests of
public opinion. It cannot be assumed that Dutch 1 This renewed interest was due to a investigative report to
the United States senate by researchers of the World Jewish Congress. The basic idea is that officials accept,
and in that way regard themselves as obligated by the rule of recognition. A rule of recognition is introduced
to remedy the uncertainty 8 Hart 57, 85 provides other exemplary words that are used to designate this critical
reflective attitude. Hart uses the problem of "the core and the penumbra" to illustrate the idea that laws must
be related to the meaning of the words, not any natural or moral belief.


